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Disclaimer
This whitepaper will be continuously updated as the community grows, the NFT marketplace
takes shape and the game development progresses. Once we are ready to launch the first alpha
release, we will share a wiki page where everything will be explained further and how you can
acquire your free NFT with our JoJo Inu exclusive NFT airdrop.
Updates of the whitepaper will be announced on Telegram and Twitter.
Website: https://www.jojoinu.com
Twitter: https://twitter.com/JoJo__Inu
Telegram: https://t.me/jojoinu

Introduction
JoJo Inu was born from the idea of true community focus where we can shape the future
of NFTs. JoJo Inu will change the way NFTs are viewed and will enable the crypto
community to realize we haven’t even scratched the surface of what’s possible in this
new world. That is what JoJo is all about. What powers our Stands is our JoJo token,
which was built on Ethereum blockchain, ERC-20, with smart code that makes it safe to
invest and rewards you to hold. JoJo Inu
has been well received in the crypto
community and we are here to grow and
make an impact on how NFTs will be
viewed and used in the future.

Goal
Crypto and NFTs are still relatively new.
We are at the forefront of it all happening
and while we don’t even realize it yet, we
are writing history. That’s why JoJo Inu
wants to shape the future of this new
world. We have a strict roadmap that we
want to achieve. And obviously, we don’t
want to let down our backers, supporters,
and fans. Thanks to the incredible community that makes JoJo Inu what it is today, we
are able to give our token and NFTs utility, while shaping the future. Hence, exclusively for
JoJo Inu holders, the team will airdrop NFTs that can be used on our NFT marketplace
and in the JoJo Inu game.

Goals:
- Grow an active community that can provide us with feedback and help us shape
the future of NFTs.
- Build and create a new revolutionary NFT marketplace from scratch as the crypto
market hasn’t seen yet. Which is visually attractive and at the same time is
designed with the user experience in mind.
- Create an NFT generator that will create NFTs with different kinds of rarities. This
will make some of the NFTs common, while others might be super rare
- NFTs can be traded, but also used in the game.
- Give utility to the minted NFTs and be able to actually use them.

JoJo Tokenomics
100,000,000,000,000,000 JOJO minted
50% burned on launch
50% in circulation
2% reflections on every transaction (buy & sell)
As the burn wallet also receives reflections, the circulating supply will decrease slowly with every
transaction.

Roadmap
Part 1 Phantom Blood
-

Token fair launch
1000+ holders
Listing on coinmarketcap
Listing on coingecko
Release whitepaper
2000 Telegram members
10M+ market cap

Part 2 Battle Tendency
-

Marketing campaign
3000+ holders
5000 Telegram members
Preview NFT market
Early preview of NFT game
Expand team
25M+ market cap

Part 3 Stardust Crusaders
-

Listing on exchanges
10.000+ holders
20.000 Telegram members
NFT market beta program
NFT creation
50M+ market cap

Part 4 Diamond Is
Unbreakable
-

Release NFT market
30.000+ holders
50.000 Telegram members
Beta release NFT game
NFT drops to holders
100M+ market cap

The NFTs
Nowadays most of the NFTs out there don’t have real utility. We want to change that.
That’s why we want to be able to use the NFTs in the game that we are creating, and holders will
also be able to trade their NFTs.
The NFTs might represent playable characters, powerups, health potions, rare items, weapons or
any type of mechanic that can help you out in the game. The NFTs will have a rarity which will
determine how powerful and rare the NFT is.

The game
We are building a 2D platform game that utilizes the JoJo NFTs in-game. To play the game you
will need to be holding a certain amount of JoJo tokens. The game will be play-to-earn, meaning
you could win more JoJo tokens as you play. We will set up a global leaderboard as well so you
can keep track of how you are competing with your fellow holders. There will be several playable
characters, some of which will be airdropped, others need to be minted or bought on the
marketplace.
As we are just getting started, we will share the progress of the game and NFTs on our socials, so
keep an eye out for this!
Great to have you onboard

